
In Triplicate is a study in threes: three designers collaborating to design 
three accessories each, using the same three colors in different ways. 
There are nine designs total in the collection: three for the head, three 
for the hands, and three for the neck (one of each thing in all three 
colors, one in two colors, and one in a single color). Each pattern stands 
alone just fine, but knit from the full collection to maximize your yarn 
and make some matching things!

This rectangular piece uses two contrasting colors — semi-solids look lovely — and can be made as large as 
you like, or right up until your yarn runs out! Transversal is a wrap or scarf (depending on how wide and 
long you choose to make it) with a striped garter stitch base and a textured lace pattern traveling diagonally 
across from one corner to the other side, then along the side, with a nice slip-stitch edging up both sides.
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TRANSVERSAL
by Lee Meredith

part of the IN TRIPLICATE collection



MATERIALS LIST

Yarn: approximately 390 [585, 
780] yards total sport-DK 
weight yarn, in two colors. I 
used Blue Moon Fiber Arts 
Gaea Sport, colorways Ochroid 
(yellow, color A, 195 [292, 390] 
yards) & Mica (grey, color B, 
195 [292, 390] yards).

Needles: US5/3.75mm needles 
for working flat, or size needed 
to get gauge.

Notions: stitch markers, 
tapestry needle.

GAUGE

22 sts = 4"/10 cm in stockinette 
stitch, measured after blocking; 
20 sts = 4"/10 cm in garter 
stitch.

SIZE/FINISHED 
MEASUREMENTS

Small [medium, large]: 8 [12, 
16]" wide, 48" long. Width and 
length can really be anything 
you want — see Pattern Notes 
for making width modifications; 
work as long as you want, 
stopping when you like or when 
yardage is exhausted. Yardage 
e s t i m a t e s a r e f o r t h e 
measurements listed. Wrap is 
shown in large size.

PATTERN NOTES

When slipping 2 stitches, spread 
slipped stitches out on right-
hand needle and bring yarn 
across loosely  to work the 
following stitch, so the slipped 
stitches don’t pull together.

size/gauge 
adjustments
To modify width, cast  on as 
many stitches as you want to get 
your desired width — you can 
either estimate width based on 
the cast-on stitches on the 
needle, or make a gauge swatch 

if you want an exact width. For 
the textured pattern panel, this 
can be any number of repeats 
across — on Row 3 when 
you’re told to repeat four [six, 
eight] times, repeat as many 
times as needed for those 
stitches to total approximately 
one third of your total stitch 
count, rounded up. Then work 
the entire pattern exactly  as 
written.

This pattern can be worked in 
any yarn weight/gauge. A 
somewhat dense gauge is 
r ecommended to ge t t he 
intended look and feel. Use 
width modification notes above 
to make any size you want at 
any gauge.

decrease bind-off
(Knit 2 together through the 
back loops, pass just-knit  stitch 
back onto left-hand needle 
without twisting it), repeat 
across.
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